
The Right Product  
for the Wrong Reason

I still went to the office every Saturday morning to examine the prior 

week’s orders for our pharmacy of high purity metals. The numbers 

of orders were increasing, but it was still possible to glance through the 

records for clues that might lead to new materials or markets. Remem-

bering the way that a single word, sputtering, had become a big business, 

I opened my imagination in those solitary sessions with the order book.

One day I saw an order from the Schick Corporation for high-purity 

chromium. They were a new customer. We had never done any business 

with them, and my curiosity was piqued. Schick’s vice president of re-

search was called and asked what they were doing with the chromium. 

He replied that they were attempting to increase the shelf life of stain-

less steel razor blades. Despite its name, stainless steel is not impervious 

to corrosion. When a stainless-steel blade remains in inventory for a long 

period of time, whether at the manufacturer’s warehouse or the shelves 

of a store, micro-corrosion occurs at the blade edges, and their quality 

degrades.  

This was interesting. If corrosion of “stainless” blades was a problem 

that concerned Schick, then I reasoned it would also be a concern for its 

main competitor, Gillette. Schick was a fine company, but compared to 

Gillette, they had only a small percentage of the razor blade market. If 

MRC could solve that problem for the industry giant, who knew how 

large that business might be?

Now I had to find some interesting opening to initiate a conversation 

with Gillette. A few days later, one of our metallurgists told me about an 
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alloy that he was studying. It was what is called an ordered alloy, one 

which can have its hardness changed with heat treatment.

The lightbulb lit up - I had a genius idea. I called Dr. Ben Alexander, 

Gillette’s vice president of technology, who I had known when he was in 

the semiconductor business and arranged an appointment with him. On 

the phone, I merely told him that we had an interesting idea about razor 

blades that I would like to explain to him.

On the day of the appointment, I went to his Boston office very ex-

cited. There were several people in the room, and I began to describe my 

vision.  

“Gentlemen, I said. “We have an alloy that will not only increase 

your business but change the very way in which razor blades are sold. 

This alloy coated on your stainless-steel blades will prevent edge corro-

sion and increase the shelf life of the product.”

I then revealed my genius idea: “But of far greater importance, we 

can vary the hardness of blades with heat treatment, and the razor 

blades can be sold to people with strong, medium and soft beards. Men 

in countries bordering the Mediterranean having heavy beards, which 

I assume are stronger, will use the strong blade. Men in Scandinavian 

countries, having somewhat less strong beards will use medium blade, 

and customers in Asian countries, with the least strong whiskers, will 

use the soft beard razors.”  

To give it a little more hype, I made up some names like Gillette’s 

High-Strength Blade, Mid-Strength Blade and Easy Shave Blade. “All 

will have greater comfort shaving, and your market penetration will go 

through the roof!”  

By the time I finished speaking, everybody in the room was laughing. 

Ben said, “Shelly, you have it all wrong. All beard hairs are approxi-

mately the same strength - there is no such thing as soft beards or hard 

beards. It is only density that gives men heavy beards, not the strength 

of the hair. Your idea of selling different blades for so-called hard, medi-

um and soft is not necessary and would only complicate our business.” 
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Oh well, I thought, another genius idea shot down. Not my first.  

I thanked them, picked up my briefcase and headed for the door. Ben 

called out, “Shelly, what was the alloy you were proposing?”  

I answered, “Chromium-platinum – three parts chromium and one 

part platinum.” 

Ben said, “SIT DOWN.”  

Ben and the other executives instantly saw opportunity in the 

chrome-platinum formula, but one that was quite different from my idea. 

Chromium would indeed make stainless steel blades more corrosion-re-

sistant. Platinum had little material value to the blades, but it would 

create excitement in Gillette’s advertising. Platinum was used in jewel-

ry! It was rare and mysterious!

I was given sample blades to coat so Gillette could test the idea. I 

went back to New York with the samples wondering what I had got us 

into this time. We had never made a chromium-platinum sputtering tar-

get, and we did not have any reasonable way of coating the edges on a 

few blades, let alone the millions that would be required for production. 

An executive of Gillette looked me in the eye and said, “Shelly, I need 

those machines operational by the end of the summer in order to build 

the necessary inventory. We will advertise the new blades on TV cover-

ing every football game being played on New Year’s Day throughout the 

United States. When people hear the product name Platinum Plus on the 

day of the game, our experience is that they will remember it for about 

two to three days. When they attempt to purchase a package of Platinum 

Plus blades, the stores must have them in stock, or they will forget all 

about it.”  

He concluded, “Shelly, if you disappoint, I will cut your throat with 

a very rusty blade.”  

He wasn’t smiling when he said it.


